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Abstract—Massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
communication often assumes propagation with a dense scat-
tering environment. In this context, we performed an outdoor-to
indoor massive MIMO channel measurement. To analyze the
multipath components (MPCs) we apply the concept of a double
directional radio channel. We evaluate the two-dimensional
angular power-spectral density, which shows the amount of power
that was carried over a certain Direction of Departure (DOD) -
Direction of Arrival (DOA) pair. The estimation of the angular
power-spectral density is achieved by an conventional beam-
former. The beamforming results lead to the conclusion that the
channel may be described by a low number of MPCs. To analyze
the rank of the wireless channel, we compare the achievable rate
for the measured channel with low rank approximated versions.
The result shows that the measured outdoor-to-indoor MIMO
channel is approximated well with a low rank channel model.

Index Terms—massive MIMO, virtual antenna array, outdoor-
to-indoor measurement, double directional beamforming

I. INTRODUCTION

Massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) is a major
component for the next-generation of wireless communica-
tions. This technology greatly improves the capacity, spectral
efficiency, robustness and reliability of wireless systems [1],
[2]. To achieve those benefits, so called favorable propagation
conditions must hold [1]. To investigate the performance
of massive MIMO channels in real propagation environ-
ments, measurement campaigns with large antenna arrays
were performed [3], [4]. As a high number of antennas
leads to an increasing hardware complexity of MIMO channel
measurements often the concept of virtual antenna array is
employed [5]–[7]. Virtual antenna array measurements are
performed in stationary environments. A single antenna is
mounted on an mechanical guide system and is moved to
different positions in between measurements to form a virtual
antenna array. Since only one antenna position is measured
at a time, the whole measurement setup needs to be time-
invariant. This means the measured wireless channel, which
is part of the investigation needs to be static and also the
hardware at the receiver and transmitter have to be time-
invariant [8], [9]. Typically a rich scattering environment is
assumed for an indoor user. Therefore, user channels are often
modeled considering an independent, identically distributed
(i.i.d.) Rayleigh fading channel model [10], [11]. In [12],
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Fig. 1. Areal photo of the measurement scenario [14]. The transmitter is
located outdoor at the rooftop. The receive antenna is indoor in an office
environment.

the authors characterized an outdoor-to-indoor scenario by
a rich multipath fading model. An outdoor-to-indoor double
directional measurement campaign in [13] shows that the
angular dispersion at the outdoor link end is rather small,
but at the indoor link side significant energy arrives from all
directions.

Contribution: We perform massive MIMO outdoor-to-
indoor channel measurements with virtual arrays at transmitter
and receiver side. In this contribution, we firstly focus on the
estimation of the Direction of Arrival (DOA) and Direction
of Departure (DOD). From this observation we conclude that
only a few propagation paths are dominant. Then, secondly,
we compare our measurements with a low rank double-sided
massive MIMO channel model.

II. MEASUREMENT SETUP

For our measurement, virtual antenna arrays at transmitter
and receiver side are applied. The measuring setup consists of
a transmit (TX) antenna which is placed outdoor on a rooftop
and a receive (RX) antenna which is located indoor in an
office environment. The measurement environment is shown
in Fig. 1. The center frequency of our measurement is 2.5 GHz.

The TX antenna is a printed dipole antenna which
is mounted in front of a 6.25λ × 6.25λ large quadratic
aluminum reflector plate. This antenna design yields a
directional antenna pattern with a gain of 6 dBi. The
measurement setup shown in Fig. 2 allows us to move the
TX antenna in y and z direction. For our measurement we
generate a Nt,y = 40 times Nt,z = 7 vertical virtual uniform



Fig. 2. Setup at the transmitter for virtual antenna array measurements. The
mounted antenna can be moved in y and z direction.

planar array with an antenna spacing of d = 0.5λ. At the
transmitter there is a total number of Nt = 280 different
antenna positions.

To enable spatial analysis of the multipath components
(MPCs) in terms of DOA estimation, we employ a large
antenna array at the receiver side. The RX antenna is a λ/4
monopol antenna mounted indoor on a XY positioning table
in an office environment, shown in Fig. 3. By moving the
antenna to Nr = 169 different positions we form a Nr,x = 13
times Nr,y = 13 horizontal virtual uniform planar antenna
array with a spacing of d = 0.5λ.

Transmit Signal
As a transmit signal, we consider an orthogonal frequency

division multiplexing (OFDM) signal with a center frequency
of approx. 2.5 GHz. To obtain a low crest factor, Newman
Phases were applied [15]. The transmit signal is described
by [16]

x(n) = Re

 K/2−1∑
k=−K/2

e−j2πk
n
N ejπ

k2

K

 , (1)

where n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1 is the time index and K is
the number of subcarriers. For our measurements we chose
K = 100 subcarriers. A subcarrier spacing of 15 kHz leads to
a total bandwidth of 100× 15 kHz = 1.5 MHz. Each transmit
sequence consists of 100 symbols. Assuming a time-invariant
channel, averaging over 100 received symbols leads to a
processing gain of 20 dB. The transmit sequence is transmitted
once for each antenna position of the virtual arrays. We obtain
the channel estimates by least squares channel estimation.
Since the channel is sufficiently flat in the frequency domain
we average the channel estimates over the subcarriers. This
further improves the quality of the channel estimates.

III. DOUBLE DIRECTIONAL BEAMFORMING

To analyze the MPCs of the massive MIMO channel we
apply the concept of a double directional radio channel [17].

Fig. 3. Setup at the receiver for virtual antenna array measurements. The
mounted antenna can be moved in x and y direction.

From our measurement we obtain the MIMO channel matrix
H ∈ CNr×Nt with complex channel coefficients.

We now estimate the angular power spectrum by applying
a conventional beamformer as follows [18]

PBF(ΦRx, θRx,ΦTx, θTx)= |aH
Rx(ΦRx, θRx)HaTx(ΦTx, θTx)|2,

(2)

where (·)H denotes the Hermitian transpose and
aRx(ΦRx, θRx) and aTx(ΦTx, θTx) are the steering vectors at the
receiver and transmitter. The steering vector aRx(ΦRx, θRx) of
a horizontal uniform rectangular array is expressed as [19]

aRx(ΦRx, θRx) = aRx,y(ΦRx, θRx)⊗ aRx,x(ΦRx, θRx), (3)

where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product, aRx,x(ΦRx, θRx) is the
steering vector in x direction and aRx,y(ΦRx, θRx) is the steering
vector in y direction. The steering vectors aRx,x(ΦRx, θRx) and
aRx,y(ΦRx, θRx) take on the form

aRx,x(ΦRx, θRx) =
[
1 ejux . . . ej(Nr,x−1)ux

]T
, (4)

aRx,y(ΦRx, θRx) =
[
1 ejuy . . . ej(Nr,y−1)uy

]T
, (5)

where ux and uy are especially simple for a spacing of d =
0.5λ

ux =
ω

c
d cos(ΦRx)sin(θRx) = π cos(ΦRx)sin(θRx), (6)

uy =
ω

c
d sin(ΦRx)sin(θRx) = π sin(ΦRx)sin(θRx). (7)

Here ω denotes the angular frequency and c denotes the
speed of light. The steering vector aTx(ΦTx, θTx) of a vertical
uniform rectangular array is written as

aTx(ΦTx, θTx) = aTx,z(ΦTx, θTx)⊗ aTx,y(ΦTx, θTx), (8)



where aTx,y(ΦTx, θTx) and aTx,z(ΦTx, θTx) are the steering
vector in y and z direction and defined as

aTx,y(ΦTx, θTx) =
[
1 ejvy . . . ej(Nt,y−1)vy

]T
, (9)

aTx,z(ΦTx, θTx) =
[
1 ejvz . . . ej(Nt,z−1)vz

]T
, (10)

where vy and vz are especially simple for a spacing of d =
0.5λ

vy =
ω

c
d sin(ΦTx)sin(θTx) = π sin(ΦTx)sin(θTx), (11)

vz =
ω

c
d cos(θTx) = π cos(θTx). (12)

Since TX and RX are approximately at the same height, we
expect the dominant paths at an elevation angle of 90◦. One
realization of the resulting discrete two-dimensional angular
power-spectral density at a DOD elevation of θTx = 90◦ and a
DOA elevation of θRx = 90◦ is depicted in Fig. 4. It evaluates
the amount of power that was carried over a certain DOA-DOD
pair. We generate a uniform planar array at the receiver to
determine the azimuth DOA unambiguously. The figure shows
that there are two dominant DOA-DOD pairs. Analyzing other
DOA/DOD elevation values showed that there are no other
dominant paths at elevation angles different from 90◦. That
leads to the conclusion that the channel may be described by
a small number of MPCs although this is not typical for a
indoor environment.
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Fig. 4. Discrete two-dimensional angular power-spectral density at a DOD
elevation of θTx = 90◦ and a DOA elevation of θRx = 90◦.The strongest
components are located at a DOD azimuth of 13◦.

IV. CHANNEL MODEL

We approximate the measured channel by employing the
double-sided massive MIMO narrow-band clustered channel
model with L different channel paths. The channel matrix Hsim
can be written as [20]

Hsim =

√
1

L

L∑
l=1

αlaRx(ΦRx,l, θRx,l)a
T
Tx(ΦTx,l, θTx,l), (13)

where αl is the complex channel gain of path l and corre-
sponding steering vectors aRx(ΦRx,l, θRx,l),aTx(ΦTx,l, θTx,l) at

RX and TX. The channel rank of the matrix Hsim depends
on the angular distribution of the paths. Generating L
independent paths and assuming that L ≤ min(Nr, Nt) leads
to rank(Hsim) = L with probability 1 [20].

For an approximation of the measured channel with only
a few MPCs, we need to evaluate the strongest L paths of
the measurement. Therefore, we calculate the absolute value
of the beamformer result (2) and sort it in descending order.
The corresponding parameters αl, ΦRx,l, θRx,l, ΦTx,l and θTx,l
of the L strongest paths are applied onto our channel model
in (13). That allows us to approximate the measured channel
matrix with different number of MPCs.

V. MIMO CHANNEL RANK ANALYSIS

To analyze the rank of the measured channel matrix we
applied the singular value decomposition to HmeasHmeas

H. The
first 50 largest singular values are shown in Fig. 5. Similarly
we plot the singular values of a simulated channel matrix as
in Section IV with L = 15 paths. All singular values are
normalized to the strongest one of the measurement. Although
the singular values of the measured channel matrix decrease
rapidly, the measured channel matrix has full rank. Only
the six largest singular values lie in a range of 30 dB. The
simulated channel matrix shows L non-zero singular values.
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Fig. 5. Singular values of the measured channel and a simulated channel with
15 paths. The measured channel has full rank but the singular values decrease
rapidly.

To analyze the number of dominant paths we compare the
channel capacities of the measured channel with simulated
double-sided MIMO channels containing a different number
of paths. In the high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) regime the
achievable rate scales asymptotically with the channel rank.
We calculate the achievable rate for the channel as [21]

C = log2

(
det(INr +

P

σ2Nt
HHH)

)
in bit/s/Hz, (14)
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Fig. 6. Achievable rate for the measured channel and the achievable rate for
approximations with various rank. At low SNR only a few MPCs are needed
to reach the measurement. At high SNR more propagation paths are needed.

where INr is the Nr × Nr identity matrix, P is the total
transmit power and σ2 is the noise power. For ease of analysis,
the channel matrix H is normalized such that [22]

1

NrNt

 Nr∑
i=1

Nt∑
j=1

|hij |2
 = 1, (15)

where hij denotes the ith row and jth column entry of the
channel matrix H.

The normalization of the channel matrix leads to

C = log2

(
det(INr

+
ρ

Nt
ĤĤH)

)
in bit/s/Hz, (16)

where Ĥ is the normalized channel matrix and ρ = P/σ2

is the average received SNR. Figure 6 shows the achievable
rate for the measured channel and the achievable rate for
approximations with various rank. By adding more MPCs in
our simulated channel, the achievable rate and the slope at
high SNR increases which is a direct consequence of adding
more paths to our simulation. In comparison to the measured
channel the achievable rate for an i.i.d. Rayleigh channel
increases fast, because all singular values of the i.i.d. channel
have about the same strength. For means of demonstration we
calculate the achievable rate approximation error at different
SNR as

err(ρ) =
|Cmeas(ρ)− Ci(ρ)|

Cmeas(ρ)
, (17)

where Ci is the achievable rate for the approximation with
a number of i propagation paths and Cmeas is the achievable
rate for the measured channel. We utilize the error function
(17) to compare the achievable rate for the measured channel
Cmeas with the achievable rate for an approximated channel Ci
containing i = 15 MPCs. The result is shown in Fig. 7. At
a low SNR the achievable rate for the approximation is close

to the achievable rate for measurement. In an area of −20 to
−5 dB the error is below 2%. In this case only the dominant
paths are decisive. For a higher SNR the error is increasing
fast. At high SNR we need more non-zero singular values to
describe the channel. Therefore, more independent MPCs are
needed to reach the achievable rate for the measured channel.
A channel approximation with 15 MPCs shows an error of
15% at a SNR of 10 dB. Please note that the SNR without array
gain is typically low in a massive MIMO system. For example,
authors in [23] assume an SNR of −5 dB for their simulations.
This is reasonable, since Nt = 280 transmit antennas result in
an array gain of approx 24.5 dB.

We conclude that the a channel approximation with a low
number of propagation paths leads to a very good fit with the
measurement in terms of achievable rate at low SNR. To fit
the measurement perfectly at high SNR we theoretically need
a total number of 169 independent paths. In comparison to
the 169 paths our result shows that we need a relatively small
number of MPCs to achieve a good channel approximation
also in the high SNR domain.
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Fig. 7. Error function of the measured channel and an approximated channel
containing i = 15 MPCs.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this contribution, we approximate a measured outdoor-to-
indoor massive MIMO channel with a small number of MPCs.
A two-dimensional angular power-spectral density estimation
leads to the conclusion that, unlike the natural assumption
of a high number of propagation paths in a dense scattering
environment, we only have a low number of dominant MPCs.
The singular values of the measured channel show that the
channel matrix has full rank but only the six largest singular
values lie in a range of 30 dB. At low SNR our channel
approximation leads to a very good fit with the measurement
in terms of achievable rate. In comparison to the theoretically
predicted 169 independent MPCs, we only need a small
number of propagation paths to approximate the channel well.
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